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Abstract

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) relay cells act as a gateway for transmitting1

visual information from retina to the primary visual cortex (V1). The activities2

of thalamic relay cells are modulated by feedback connections emanating from3

layer 6 of V1. While the receptive field (RF) properties of these early parts of4

the visual system are relatively well understood, the function, computational role,5

and details of the feedback network from V1 to LGN are not. Computational6

models of efficient coding have been successful in deriving RF properties of7

retinal ganglion and V1 simple cells by optimizing the Shannon information.8

Further, previous experimental results have suggested that the feedback increases9

the Shannon information. Motivated by this earlier work, we try to understand10

the function of the feedback as optimizing the feedforward information to cortex.11

We build a model that learns feedback weights by maximizing the feedforward12

Shannon information on naturalistic stimuli. Our model predicts the strength13

and sign of feedback from a V1 cell to all ON- and OFF-center LGN relay cells14

that are within or surrounding the V1 cell RF. We find a highly specific pattern15

of influence on ON and OFF-center LGN overlapping the V1 RF depending on16

whether they overlapped the ON or OFF zone of the V1 RF. In addition, we find17

general inhibitory feedback in the further surround, which sharpens the RFs and18

increases surround suppression in LGN relay cells. This is consistent with results19

of recent experiments exploring the impact of feedback on stimuli integration.20

1 Introduction21

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) acts as a relay of information from the retina to the primary22

visual cortex (V1). This information flow is modulated by top-down feedback from layer 6 of V1 to23

LGN. While the input from the retina is the driver input for the LGN relay cells, the feedback is the24

modulating input for these cells [29].There is a large body of experimental work on the functionality25

of the feedback pathway from V1 to LGN. It has been observed that this feedback can play an26
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important role in burst vs tonic firing of relay cells [28], increase the timing precision [1, 16], and27

affect the spatial specificity of LGN relay cells [12, 19].28

Anatomical evidence indicates that the corticogeniculate feedback monosynaptically excites an LGN29

relay cell and disynaptically inhibits it through the thalamic reticular nucleus or the local inhibitory30

neuron in LGN [10]. Thus, the feedback can have both signs, it can be excitatory or inhibitory.31

Moreover, the experiments conducted on primates suggest that this feedback is pathway-specific, with32

parvocellular, magnocellular, and koniocellular LGN cells each receiving input from distinct classes33

of layer 6 cell [8]. In dual recordings of V1 and LGN, Tsumoto et al. observed mostly excitatory34

feedback if the V1 and LGN RFs were within 2.4◦ and inhibitory impact beyond that up to 3.1◦ [30].35

These types of experimental findings have inspired the modeling of the feedback as an excitatory-36

center inhibitory-surround network [14]. A model proposed by Mobarhan et al., in which the feedback37

center and surround effects were fitted to experimental data on spatial integration in the dorsal LGN38

[24] also showed an excitatory-center inhibitory-surround. Dual recording experiments conducted39

by Want et al. [32, 33] suggest an even more specific pattern of connections. Specifically, in [32],40

the authors observe that LGN cells were significantly more likely to be impacted by feedback, either41

through facilitation or suppression, when their location was displaced in parallel or orthogonal42

directions relative to the preferred orientation of the V1 cells. In [33], by measuring the burst-to-tonic43

ratio in LGN, they established a phase-reversed pattern of connections for LGN cells that overlap the44

V1 RF.45

There is no shortage of existing hypotheses about the functional role of feedback from V1 to LGN,46

probably starting with [15], who suggested the feedback could modify LGN responses iteratively to47

help the interpretation of the input. Feedback models were designed and discussed in the context48

of different visual tasks, such as line perception [27], visual grouping [13, 14], visual attention49

[6, 9, 22, 25], etc.50

Here we asked whether there could be an even simpler explanation of the feedback circuitry, the51

adaptation of the circuit for maximizing the LGN to V1 information flow. Originating in the work of52

[4, 2], this idea has gathered a lot of momentum. Experiments conducted by Mcclurkin et al. revealed53

that cooling V1 in awake monkeys reduced the average stimulus-related information transmitted54

by LGN neurons [23]. Further, principles of information maximization and efficient coding have55

been widely successful in understanding the structure of feedforward connections in the early visual56

system. These principles lead to normative models that learn V1-like receptive fields from natural57

images [5, 31, 26]. Similarly, the same principles, when combined with realistic noise levels present58

in the retina, yield models that reproduce the center-surround receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells59

[20].60

We designed a novel type of normative model that employs the same information objective, in a61

circuitry with feedback. As forward connections, we use the known RF structure of LGN and cortex,62

the feedback connections are optimized by learning during naturalistic stimulation. The learned63

feedback weights show reciprocal excitation of LGN cells that are exciting the V1 cells, and inhibition64

of the LGN cells that inhibit the V1 cell. These weights also show a pattern of suppression for LGN65

cells that are retinotopically displaced relative to the V1 RF within 4 - 6 times the receptive field size.66

Testing the impact of this learned feedback on spatial integration in LGN points to an accentuation of67

surround suppression as a result of feedback which is also consistent with experimental results in [7].68

2 Model69

We use rate code models of retina, LGN, and V1 to represent the feedforward pathway from retina70

to V1. Given a two-dimensional gray-scale input image X , the retinal output is calculated as71

Y pretina = fpretina(W
p
retina ∗ X) for p ∈ {ON,OFF}, where WON

retina and WOFF
retina are the ON and OFF-72

center retinal ganglion cell linear filter weights and ∗ denotes the two-dimensional convolution73

operator. Each linear filter has an associated rectifying nonlinearity fpretina which is applied entry-wise74

to the two-dimensional convolution W p
retina ∗X . The rectifying nonlinearity is given as75

f(I) = max(RI − v, 0), (1)

where R > 0 and v are nonlinearity parameters. Note that the scaling factor R is required since76

the linear filter weights are fixed. The ON and OFF-center filters are shown in Figure 1A. The two77

linear filters are 27 by 27 pixel discrete approximations of a two-dimensional difference-of-Gaussians78
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Figure 1: Feedforward and feedback models. A: ON and OFF Difference of Gaussian filters used
in the model of retina. The filters parameters are: (σ1, σ2, k) = (2, 14, 0.9). B: The V1 weights and
the corresponding receptive fields when the weights are applied to ON and OFF-center LGN cells.
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which are biologically plausible based on measurements in cat retina [11]. The convolution operation80

has a stride (spacing between neighboring cells) of 2σ1. This spacing is chosen based on reported81

measurements of the retina and computational work showing that information from natural images82

peaks at a receptive field spacing of ∼ 2σ1 [3].83

In our model each LGN relay cell is driven by a single RGC and the LGN output is Y pLGN =84

fpLGN(Y pretina) for p ∈ {ON,OFF}, where fpLGN are rectifying nonlinearities of type given in (1). The85

LGN output then serves as input to V1. To create the V1 output, we form Hubel and Wiesel V1 simple86

cells [17] by assigning equal positive weights to 8 ON LGN and 8 OFF-center LGN cells along 887

different directions. These 8 filters alongside their phased-reversed version form the V1 filterbank of88

size 16 (see Figure 1B). The V1 output is given by Y kV1
= fkV1

(
∑
p∈{ON,OFF}W

k,p
V 1 ∗ Y

p
LGN) for k ∈89

{0, 1, . . . , 15}, where fkV1
is applied entry-wise to the output of the convolution.90

2.1 Feedback model91

The majority of the deriving axons from LGN relay cells target cells in layer 4C of the cortex, while92

the feedback to the LGN emanates from layer 6. Hence a complete model of the feedback should93

include the mechanisms that give rise to layer 6 cells’ receptive fields requiring access to many94

unknown parameters related to the micro-circuitry in a V1 column. To avoid these complications, we95

model the feedback as direct feedback from the same V1 cells that are being driven by LGN.96

We allow a V1 cell to feedback on LGN relay cells directly overlapping the V1 cell RF or within a97

retinotopic neighborhood of the V1 cell RF. Associated with each one of the 16 V1 filter types, there98

are two sets of two-dimensional feedback weights which determine the feedback impact on ON and99

OFF-center LGN cells. These weights are denoted by W k,ON
fb and W k,OFF

fb for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 15}.100

The V1 activation after applying the feedback will be the solution to the following equation:101

Y kV1 = fkV1

 ∑
p∈{ON,OFF}

W k,p
V1
∗ fpLGN

(
Y pretina +

15∑
l=0

W l,p
fb ∗ Y

l
V1

) for k ∈ {0, 1, ..., 15}.

Figure 3A depicts a block diagram of the model. To numerically estimate YV1, we unroll this feedback102

loop in 3 steps, a standard technique used for recurrent neural networks.103

3 Learning the feedback weights104

To learn the feedback kernel and nonlinearity parameters in the feedforward model, we use an105

information objective. Since we are considering a noiseless channel from retina to V1, the mutual106

information between the input image patches and the V1 output is given by the differential entropy107

of the V1 output. Differential entropy increases when the firing rates are scaled up. Therefore, our108

optimization objective, similar to the objective used in [20], has a penalty term that penalizes the109

average firing rate. We calculate an upper bound on the differential entropy of a 2× 2 patch of V1110

cells, where each location is covered by 16 types of V1 cells. Let Ypatch be the vectorized response111

vector of these 64 cells. We denote the differential entropy of Ypatch by H(Ypatch) and note that112

H(Ypatch) ≤ 1
2 log det

(
ΣYpatch

)
+ const., where ΣYpatch

is the empirical covariance of Ypatch. We113

maximize a penalized version of this upper bound on the information:114

(1− λ) log det
(
ΣYpatch

)
− λ1T Ȳpatch, (2)
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(A) Information and firing rates vs. the firing rate penalty
parameter λ.
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(B) The learned feedback weights.
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(C) Area summation curves with and
without feedback.

Figure 2: A The information normalized by average firing rate, information, and average firing rate
of V1 as for λ ∈ [0.75, 1) with and without feedback. B The learned feedback weights for λ = 0.988
which achieves the maximum information per spike. The feedback weights for ON-center (OFF-
center) LGN cells determine the impact of the feedback from the V1 cell on ON-center (OFF-center)
LGN cells. C The response of an ON and an OFF LGN cell as a function of the size of the patch
sinusoidal grating for three different spatial frequencies with and without feedback.

where λ ∈ (0, 1) is the firing rate penalty parameter and Ȳpatch is the empirical mean of Ypatch.115

We perform gradient ascent on the upper bound given in (2) to find the feedback kernels and the116

nonlinearity parameters. The gradients are calculated using automatic differentiation available in the117

PyTorch library. We use step size of 10−4 and run the optimization for 2500 full batch iterations 2.118

The parameter λ is varied in [0.775, 1). For each value of λ, we solved two optimization problems:119

one only over feedforward model nonlinearity parameters without any feedback, and one over both120

the feedback and feedforward model parameters.121

Figure 2A shows the information, information per spike, and the average firing rate when λ ranges122

from 0.75 to 1.The information per spike with feedback achieves its maximum of 7154 for λ = 0.988.123

This is greater than the maximum achieved without feedback by approximately %14. The learned124

feedback weights for λ = 0.988 show a pattern of connection that is aligned with the V1 RF125

(Figure 2B). In other words, feedback excites the ON(OFF)-center LGN cells that overlap the126

ON(OFF) region of the V1 receptive field. The feedback weights have a small inhibitory impact on127

the phase reversed cells. Those are the ON(OFF)-center cells on the OFF(ON) regions of the V1128

receptive field. Another signature of the feedback pattern is a general inhibition of the LGN cells in a129

neighborhood of the V1 cell RF elongated in the preferred orientation of the cell. This can explain130

the impact of this feedback on stimuli integration, which is explored in section 3.1.131

3.1 Impact of feedback on RF properties132

To investigate the impact of the feedback on LGN RF properties, we computed the area summation133

curve for ON and OFF-center LGN cells with and without feedback. These curves are computed by134

measuring the peak response of the LGN cell to a windowed moving sinusoidal grating as the size of135

the window increases from zero to a few multiples of the LGN RF size. Figure 2C shows the area136

summation curves for spatial freq = 0 (light spot for ON-center cell, dark spot for OFF-center cell),137

0.02 and 0.04 (cycles / pixel). In all three cases, feedback increases the peak firing rate for small138

windows and decreases the firing rate for large window sizes. This is in agreement with experimental139

results in [7], which show a similar feedback effect on stimuli integration in LGN.140

2The code and natural images used to produce the results of this paper are available at https://anonymous.
4open.science/r/learning-v1-lgn-feedback-9DBE.
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3.2 Phase-aligned vs phase-reversed141

Our model suggests a phase-aligned feedback arrangement for the LGN cells directly overlapping142

the V1 RF consistent with results in [7, 24]. In [33], by measuring the burst-to-tonic ratios for LGN143

cells after feedback deactivation, the authors deduce a phase-reversed arrangement for LGN cells that144

directly overlap the V1 cell RF. In [18], A computational model based on predictive coding has been145

suggested to account for this. In a recent work, Lian et al propose a model of V1-LGN pathway based146

on efficient coding that learns the feedback weights using an anti-Hebbian rule [21]. This makes147

the feedback weights converge to the negative of feedforward weights, resulting in a phase-reversed148

pattern. However, there is overwhelming evidence that feedback impact goes beyond the receptive149

field of the V1 cell [30, 32]. We believe more comprehensive experiments are required to resolve150

these conflicting results.151
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A.1 Supplementary figures229
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Figure 4: All the learned feedback weights. The two sets of weights for all the 16 types of V1
filters, where the V1 filter in LGN space is shown in the upper left corner for reference.
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